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 CHANEL 22 – A NEW HANDBAG SENSATION 

 

  

For a woman, a bag can really be everything. As a fashion item as well as a 

personal statement, a bag informs a woman’s style and identity in a decisive way, 

while reflecting her personality and mood with effortless accuracy. CHANEL has a 

long history of emblematic and highly coveted bags, so it comes as no surprise 

that the house’s new and long-awaited handbag has already caused a stir of 

excitement among fashion aficionados, a month prior to its launch. 

 

2022 marks one hundred years since the creation of the house’s N°22 fragrance, 

which makes the new CHANEL 22 handbag quite symbolic too, apart from 

extremely stylish. Virginie Viard’s inspiration for the new luxury piece comes from a 

place of everyday modernity. Street-style, professional lifestyle and the need for a 

reliable all-day accessory gave birth to an exquisite bag that combines CHANEL’s 
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timeless elegance and high-end craftsmanship with contemporary practicality. 

Quilted, made from lightweight yet durable leather and boasting the classic 

CHANEL chain, along with a dangling medallion, the CHANEL 22 handbag is the 

ideal example of chic spaciousness. Its various pouches and pockets complement 

its “easygoing” character and give practicality a whole new aesthetic meaning. 

 

The bag comes in three sizes and is available in navy blue, two shades of pink, 

lilac, white and black. A backpack version is also available to spice up your styling 

inspiration. Comfort meets upscale sophistication, functionality embraces 

refinement. CHANEL is indeed the gift that keeps on giving. 

 

 

CELEBRITY STYLE 

  

     

 

 

MARGOT ROBBIE IN CHANEL 
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YOU ARE SO SPECIAL 

 

 

Anything can catch your eye, but it takes something special to catch your heart. 

 

 

 

CHANEL PURPLE FLAP BAG WITH 

HANDLE 

 

CHANEL BLACK MITTENS 

 

 

CHANEL BLACK PHONE HOLDER AND 

GOLD & SILVER EARRINGS 

 

CHANEL DARK PINK O CASE AND 

GOLD & BLACK HEADBAND 
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